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Example-Based Retrieval of Alike Land-Cover
Scenes from NLCD2006 Database
Jaroslaw Jasiewicz and Tomasz F. Stepinski

Abstract—Query by image content (QBIC) tools are in demand
in geospatial community because they enable exploration and
mining of the rapidly increasing database of remotely sensed
images. Accompanying the growth of the imagery database is
the increase in the number of image-derived products, such
as, for example, high resolution, large spatial extent maps of
land cover/land use (LCLU). QBIC-like tools for exploration
and mining of such products would significantly enhance their
value. In this letter we present a method for retrieval of alike
scenes from a category-valued geospatial database of which a
LCLU map is a particular example. Alikeness between the two
scenes is tantamount to similarity between their spatial patterns
of class labels. Our method works on the principle of queryby-example, its input is a reference scene and its output is
a similarity map indicating a degree of alikeness between a
location on the map and the reference. The two core components
of the method are: scene signature - an encapsulation of the
scene pattern by means of probability distribution of class labels
and the sizes of the patches they form, and scene similarity
- a mutual information-based function that assigns a level of
similarity between any two scenes based on their signatures. The
method is described in detail and applied to the National Land
Cover Dataset 2006 (NLCD2006). Two examples of queries on
this dataset are presented and discussed. The applicability of the
method to other datasets is discussed.
Index Terms—Land cover dataset, content-based image retrieval , query-by-example, similarity.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Advances in remote sensing result not only in everincreasing volume of imagery data but also in proliferation
of high resolution image-derived products. Many such products are in the form of geospatial databases with categorical
values. Land cover/land use (LCLU) databases constitute
one important category of such products. Query by image
content (QBIC) [7], [9], [13] is the most useful way for
retrieving and cataloging alike scenes from a large database
as it does not requires presence of semantic tags which are
rarely available and expensive to assign. Accordingly, there
exists a significant literature [5], [6], [14], [20] on application
of QBIC technology to remotely sensed imagery data. QBIC
technology would also be very useful for analysis of imagederived products, such as LCLU databases. For example, an
analyst may wish to locate all LCLU scenes that share a
particular pattern of land cover classes. At present there are
no tools to accomplish such task because previous research
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has focused exclusively an application of QBIC to images,
thus there is no possibility of utilizing information in LCLU
database without prior knowledge of its existence.
In this letter, we propose the QBIC-like system specifically
designed for category-valued geospatial databases in general,
and for LCLU databases in particular. For brevity we will
refer to category-valued geospatial databases as “maps” and
to a small portion of a map as a “scene.” For further brevity we
will refer to categorical classes in a database as “colors.” Our
QBIC system for maps has the same overall architecture as
QBIC systems for images but differs in design details in order
to take advantage of map’s relative simplicity in comparison
to an image and a difference in a notion of what constitutes a
successful query. The two core ingredients of our method are scene signature and scene similarity. Within our nomenclature
a scene can be considered as a spatial pattern consisting of
a limited number of colors; a scene signature is a compact
mathematical description of this pattern. Scene similarity is
a function that assigns a degree of alikeness between two
scenes on the basis of their respective scene signatures. Our
designs for both - scene signature and scene similarity are
meant to minimize a semantic gap [21] and thus to minimize
a disparity between a notion of alikeness of two scenes as
perceived by a human analyst and a degree of alikeness of
two scenes as calculated by our algorithm. The method works
on the principle of query-by-example; a reference scene is
submitted to the system and the results of a query are given
in the form of a similarity map - a map covering the entire
spatial extent of a database and depicting a degree of alikeness
between a reference scene and all possible local scenes.
The letter is organized as follows. Section II gives a
description of our method. Because our method is applicable
to any category-valued geospatial database the description is
presented in a general manner without a reference to a specific
database. Section III shows examples of queries using the
National Land Cover Dataset 2006 (NLCD2006). Conclusions
and future research directions are given in Section IV.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
Our QBIC system is designed to query a categoryvalued geospatial database G consisting of pixels gi =
{xi , yi ; ci } i = 1, . . . , N , where xi and yi are ith pixel spatial
coordinates and ci is the categorical class label. Typically,
N is very large, of the order of 109 -1010 for continental or
global scale databases. The pixel’s class label is from the set
C = c1 , . . . , cK , where K is typically low, of the order of 10.
The system works on the principle of query-by-example. Let
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Fig. 1. Two land cover scenes having very similar composition of colors (see insets in upper-right corners) but different spatial patterns. Corresponding scene
signatures (class-patch size distributions of pixels) are shown. The colors in histograms correspond to colors used for depicting different land cover classes.

A ⊂ G be a reference scene - a small subset of the overall
database. For example, A may represent a particular pattern
of LCLU classes in a study area - a locality selected for one
reason or another as interested or representative. The purpose
of the system is to calculate a degree of alikeness (hereafter
referred to as similarity) between a reference scene and all
0
other scenes {Ai ⊂ G, i = 1, . . . , M } in the database. The
number M is determined by a particular division of G into
a set of individual scenes. Thus, in the case of NLCD2006
dataset, the system will identify all land cover scenes across
the United States having compositions and patterns of land
cover classes similar to those present in the reference scene.
A. Scene pattern signature
Representing a map as an array of pixel values corresponds
poorly to contextual understanding of the map. Instead, a more
compact mathematical description of a map - scene pattern
signature [15] - is calculated from original pixel values and
used to assess the degree of patterns similarity. Because a
map is much simpler than an image, we design a pattern
signature using only two features - distributions of colors
and sizes of patches. A patch is a connected region of single
color. We refer to such region as patch rather than segment
to make a distinction between it and a region of image
resulting from image segmentation; a segment is coherent but
inhomogeneous with respect to its pixel values whereas a patch
is homogeneous. A scene is segmented into patches using
a standard connected components algorithm [2] which also
calculates their sizes (areas in units of pixels). Each pixel in
the scene is characterized by two features: its color and the
size of the patch to which it belongs. A scene pattern signature
is a probability distribution of two dimensional variable (color,
patch size). Note that a color is a categorical variable whereas
patch size is a continuous variable and needs to be discretized
for calculation of pattern signature. We discretize patch sizes
(measured in units of pixels) into bins with ranges based on
the powers of two (i.e. 1-2, 2-4, 4-8 etc); the number of size
bin, L, depends on the maximum size of the scene. A scene
signature is a 2D distribution of scene pixels with respect to
color and patch size.
Fig. 1 illustrates an importance of using both - colors and
patch sizes in defining a scene signature. Two scenes A and
B (from the NLCD2006 dataset) have been chosen for having

very similar overall composition of colors (dominated by green
- standing for deciduous forest, and yellow - standing for
pasture/hay) but different distribution of patch sizes grouping
those colors. A human analyst would not classify these two
scenes as very similar because of difference in spatial patterns,
and our system also needs to take this difference into account.
Scene signatures of A and B based exclusively on composition of colors (see insets in Fig. 1) are almost identical.
Consequently, a value of similarity between A and B (see
next subsection) based on such 1D signature is 95% and fails
to capture the visible difference between the scenes. However,
addition of patch sizes leads to noticeable differences between
signatures of scenes A and B (see Fig. 1) reducing the value
of similarity to 50%.
B. Scene pattern similarity
Previous work [11], [17]–[19] on measuring similarity
between categorical rasters is limited and focuses on the
issue of change detection rather than on QBIC. In particular,
past work on mutual information-based similarity function in
remote sensing [4], [10], [12] pertained to identification of
change between two images or maps. In such context similarity
function is designed to measure a degree of departure from
one scene to another in a pixel-by-pixel manner. Note that
such function will assign a small value of similarity to the
two scenes which are identical but rotated with respect to each
other. Thus, it cannot be applied in the context of QBIC where
scenes need to be assigned high values of similarity regardless
of their relative rotation, translation, or pattern deformation, as
long as they exhibit the same overall style or motif of spatial
pattern. The novelty of our proposed similarity function is its
design geared toward recognition of spatial patterns that are
similar in the sense of overall style or motif rather than in the
sense of specific spatial correspondence. To the best of our
knowledge, the only previous work addressing the issue of
pattern similarity in the sense of pattern style was conducted
in the context of landscape ecology rather than in the context
of remote sensing. Sets of landscape indices were used [3],
[22] to compare the maps, however, no single-valued measure
of similarity was developed.
Our scene pattern similarity measure is based on the notion of mutual information (see [18], [19]). Consider any
two scenes A and B represented by their respective pattern
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Fig. 2. Results of querying the NLCD2006 dataset for scenes having patterns of land cover classes similar to the reference scene centered on Norfolk,
Virginia and denoted by symbol A. Examples of scenes similar to the reference at the level of 80% or higher: B - Baton Rouge, Louisiana, C - Tuscaloosa,
Alabama, D - Augusta, Georgia. Examples are shown as LCLU maps overlaying the similarity map.

signatures. First, we define a random variable Y that assigns
a probability of getting a specific pair yi,j = {ci , sj }, i =
1, . . . , M ; j = 1, . . . , L of color (ci ) and patch size (sj )
while randomly drawing a pixel from a concatenation of A
and B. The probability distribution function (PDF) of variable
Y is just a 2D histogram constructed from all pixels in both
scenes. Second, we define another random variable, X, that
assigns equal probabilities to selecting one of the two possible
scenes A and B. The PDF of variable X is PX (xk ) = 1/2 for
both x1 = A and x2 = B. This random variable formalizes
a simple act of randomly choosing one of the two scenes.
Finally, we define a joint PDF, PY X (yi,j , xk ) which assigns
a probability to choosing a scene k and drawing a pair yi,j
from this scene. We use informational entropy to characterize
a probability distribution. Joint (Shannon) entropy H(Y, X)
is the entropy of joint PDF, PY X (yi,j , xk ) and specific conditional entropy H(Y |X = xk ) is the entropy calculated only
from the histogram of scene xk . Finally, conditional entropy
H(Y |X) is an average of the two specific conditional entropies
H(Y |X = x1 ) and H(Y |X = x2 ), or an average of entropies
calculated from histograms restricted to individual scenes.
Mutual information, I(Y, X), given by I(Y, X) = H(Y ) −
H(Y |X), measures an average reduction of unpredictability
of Y if the specific scene is set. Because H(Y ) > H(X) =
1, the range of I(X, Y ) is between 0 and 1 as the upper
bound of mutual information is given by min{H(X), H(Y )}.
The value of I(Y, X) = 0 if both scenes have identical 2D
histograms, and the value of I(Y, X) → 1 if the scenes are
dominated by distinct single colors. Thus, r(A, B) = I(X, Y )
is a convenient measure of “distance” between two scenes
A and B , if by the distance we understand the increasing
difference in patterns of colors and patch sizes in the two

scenes. Conversely, sim(A, B) = 1 − I(X, Y ) is a convenient
measure of similarity between the two scenes from the patterns
point of view. Because the range of sim(A, B) is between 0
and 1, we express similarity in terms of percentage.
C. Search
Our definitions of scene signature and scene similarity do
not imply a method of performing a search for scenes similar
to a reference scene. Variety of methods can be utilized
depending on the character of dataset and the purpose of the
search. For searching large datasets in the form of a single
map it is convenient to utilize an overlapping sliding window
approach. In our context a sliding window is a square block of
data characterized by its dimension n and offset d; both n and
d are in units of pixels. The search is executed by calculating a
0
similarities {sim(Ai , A), i = 1, . . . , M } between a reference
scene A and all scenes contained in M windows covering
the entire dataset. The number of windows, M , and thus the
number of times our algorithm needs to evaluate a similarity
function, depends on the size of the dataset and on the choice
of parameters for the sliding window. The result of the search
is the similarity map - a raster having a resolution d and
the values in the range (0%,100%) indicating the degree of
similarity between the local and the reference scenes. A cell
in the similarity raster is assigned the largest value of similarity
from amongst the values calculated for scenes framed by all
windows containing this cell.
The method is implemented as GRASS GIS [16] extension
r.retrieval (requires GRASS v.7) and is written in ANSI C
utilizing GRASS API. There are two raster inputs: a reference
scene and a target database. Target may consist of a large
single map or a series of smaller maps. There are also two free
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Fig. 3. Results of querying the NLCD2006 dataset for scenes having patterns of land cover classes similar to the reference scene centered on Roxboro,
North Carolina and denoted by symbol A. Examples of scenes similar to the reference at the level of 90% or higher: B - larger region around Roxboro, C Athens, Georgia, D - Pulaski, Tennessee. Examples are shown as LCLU maps overlaying the similarity map.

parameters, n and d defining the search by sliding window.
The output is a raster containing similarity map. GRASS
segment library is used for efficient IO management when
target dataset exceeds available RAM. The code is available
in the public domain.
III. Q UERING NLCD2006
In order to demonstrate the working of our system we have
performed two queries on the NLCD2006 dataset [1], [8].
This dataset contains N ∼ 109 pixels classified into K = 20
land cover classes; it covers conterminous United States. We
have chosen to search the dataset using a sliding window
method with n = 500 pixels and d = 100 pixels. Given a
30m/pixel resolution of NLCD2006, each query results in a
similarity map with a resolution of 3km/cell. Each query took
approximately 90 minutes to complete using a 2.66GHZ single
processor computer running Linux operating system.
For the first query we have selected a 15km × 15km region
located at south-eastern outskirts of Norfolk, Virginia (see
Fig. 2, panel A). The central part of this scene is occupied
by a large area classified as “woody wetlands,” the northern
part is classified into few classes belonging to “developed”
category, and the southern part is divided into ‘developed” and
“cultivated” categories of classes. This reference scene has a
quite unique spatial pattern of land cover classes which is not
likely to occur in many other places across the United States.
The results of the query is a similarity map shown on Fig. 2.
Indeed, few locations have patterns similar to the reference
scene; the similar locations are depicted on the map in red
colors. We have retrieved top three most similar locations. The
most similar location (88% similarity) is centered on Baton
Rouge, Louisiana (Fig. 2 panel B). An analyst examining

patterns shown on panels A and B is likely to find them similar
as well; particular arrangements of land cover elements are
different, but overall the scenes “look” very much alike. The
next two most similar scenes (both at ∼80% similarity level)
are centered on Tuscaloosa, Alabama (Fig. 2 panel C) and
Augusta, Georgia (Fig. 2 panel D), respectively. Their smaller
degree of similarity is due to the presence of “forest” classes
absent in the reference scene. Disregarding the presence of
forest, the character of these scenes resembles the reference
scenes. Whether or not a human analyst would describe scenes
C and D as similar to scene A depends on a particular analyst,
however, it’s likely that most analysts would classify scenes
as similar if our measure is ≥ 90%.
For the second query we have selected a 15km × 15km
region located near Roxboro, North Carolina (see Fig. 3, panel
A). This scene shows a rather uniform mixture of forest and
cultivated classes occurring at a characteristic length scale.
Fig. 3 shows the results of this query; significant portions of
eastern United States have locations similar to this reference.
We have retrieved three locations having similarities ≥ 90%,
they are: a larger area around Roxboro, North Carolina (panel
B), Athenes, Georgia (panel C), and Pulaski, Tennessee (panel
D). As expected from high values of similarity measure, a
visual inspection confirms a high degree of similarity between
these scenes and the reference scene.
IV. S UMMARY AND C ONCLUSIONS
In this letter we have proposed a methodology for exploration of large category-valued geospatial datasets using a
tool based on the QBIC principle. We focus our attention
on one particular dataset - the NLCD2006. The ability to
search large volumes of data for similar patterns is taken for
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granted in many fields, but, to the best of our knowledge,
our work is the first to develop a search tool for land cover
maps or similar datasets. Standard GIS tools enable searches
for spatial coverage of a single land cover class, but this is
a very different functionality from searching for a pattern of
classes. The functionality of our tool is very intuitive - select a
reference scene, run a search, examine the resultant similarity
map. Our code is in the public domain so anybody interested
in exploring the NLCD2006 or any other similar dataset can
run own searches. We hope that a significant number of diverse
searches will determine the value of our tool and means of its
further improvement. The present code is not yet optimized
for maximum possible performance; it takes ∼90 minutes to
complete a search of the entire 14Gb NLCD2006 dataset. With
further development we expect to reduce this time by two
orders of magnitude which would make it practical to offer
the tool as a Web-based application.
Besides land cover, the datasets that would benefit most
from our search tool are high resolution, large spatial extent
categorical (or categorizable) datasets with short scale spatial variability. Potential candidates include geomorphological
maps, geochemical maps, soil maps, etc. The method may
also be applied to search for alike scenes in remotely sensed
images although image database would require a preprocessing
in order to convert it to a categorical map. Note that a
map of land cover is indeed a processed multispectral image
- a processing step consisting of supervised classification.
However, for some applications it may be sufficient to preprocess images using only an unsupervised classification. The
result of such preprocessing is a categorical map of “colors”
(of undetermined interpretation) corresponding to the clusters
outputted by an unsupervised classifier. Our similarity measure
does not require colors to have semantic meanings in order to
calculated a similarity between the scenes, so it may be applied
to images categorized by means of unsupervised classification.
Future research will aim at improving the forms of scene
signature and scene similarity to further decrease a semantic
gap. Scene signature could be improved by adding an additional feature (patch shape) to the pair of features (color,
patch size) used by its current implementation. Adding shape
will help to differentiate between scenes which have similar
compositions of colors and similar patch size distributions, but
the patches in the two scenes are having different shapes. It
should be sufficient to describe patch sizes in a categorical
manner, for example, they may be classified into bulky,
irregular, and dendritic types. Further improvement will aim
at reducing negative consequences of discretization introduced
by a scene signature. The 2D (or 3D) histogram representing
a scene signature may be redistributed based on similarities
between various colors and patch sizes. Such redistribution
incorporates an additional knowledge into the scene signature
thus improving correspondence between the value of similarity
as calculated by an algorithm and a degree of similarity as
perceived by an analyst.
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